
Chapter 3990 

“Yes! 

“ 

“Rest in place!” 

However, George Han gave an order, but everyone was confused. 

Before waiting for the doubtful expressions of the soldiers to reflect, George Han flew straight to the city 

wall in the north of the city. 

The consciousness opened wide, and at the same time, his ears moved slightly, and almost all of George 

Han’s eyes and hearing were put to the extreme. 

Therefore, even in this dark night, even in this rolling yellow sand, George Han can still clearly 

distinguish some subtle differences. 

“The north side, it seems, it’s really the north side.” George Han smiled bitterly. 

“It seems that I overestimated you, but it doesn’t matter, so I’ll just take the bait and give myself an 

insurance.” 

“Come on!” 

“Come on!” 

Suddenly, the drum beat loud Stop, the army from all sides of the fallen city launched a massive final 

attack directly towards the fallen city at almost the same time. 

Dazzling glances, the fall city is surrounded by a black army attacking, making people daunting. 

In the distance to the north, the number of its soldiers is even more terrifying. 

George Han smiled softly, and when he moved his hand, a burst of energy was thrown out by his 

backhand, just hitting the three drums in the four drums behind him. 

The first drum is the most important, the second drum has an odd sound, and the third drum has a crisp 

sound. 

“The east gate is closed.” 

“The west gate, close the gate.” 

“South Gate, let the city gate down!” 

With the sound of three drums, the three gates in the city, the soldiers who had already arranged them 

here, began to quickly close. 

“Among the four drums, only the drums at the North 

Gate have not sounded, where are the generals!” Ma Nanfeng roared angrily as he drew his sword. 

Behind him, all the troops responded in unison: “I’m here!” 



“Follow me to kill the generals!” When the 

words fell, Ma Nanfeng took the lead and went straight to the north gate. 

“Kill!” 

Behind him, the ten thousand army responded in unison, and the momentum was also not weak all the 

way to the north gate. 

“The North Gate City Gate, close!” The 

gate guard saw that the troops in the city had arrived, and according to the original plan, became the 

last gate to be closed. 

“The original Beicheng army, immediately reinforce the city gate. The leader of the alliance has ordered 

to stand up to the city gate at all costs, and must not let the enemy break through. 

” The dog thief who committed my crimes.” 

“The south gate army, go up the city wall, cooperate with the west gate army, 

fight and support each other, and be sure to reduce the pressure on the north gate army guard.” 

“Yes!” The 

three soldiers took orders and quickly In between, follow the command line, and you will be in your 

place. 

Under the city wall, soon only the East Gate army was left. 

“Generals, are you itchy? The other three have their own responsibilities, hehe, we’re the only ones left 

standing here stupidly.” Ma Nanfeng looked at the crowd and smiled. 

The soldier didn’t say a word, but everyone waited with firm eyes, obviously morale was high. 

“f***k, anyway, Lao Tzu Ma Nanfeng is also the future leader. You are all Lao Tzu’s old subordinates, Lao 

Tzu has ascended to heaven, can you be disrespectful?” 

“However, it must be taken for granted that our brothers take something, so I understand very well that 

the people from our east gate are 

treated , but good, that’s what we won by our ability. Isn’t it?” 

“Yes!” The generals responded in unison. 

“Okay, they are all his mother’s heroes, and they are all his mother’s seeds.” Ma Nanfeng smiled with 

satisfaction: “Let’s show the brothers in the southwest and north gates today, our east gate is the main 

gate of a city, that is the match. The position of the Lord of the Gate.” 

“Everyone has it, listen to my orders!” 

“No!” 



Ma Nanfeng smiled evilly, waved his hand, and led the troops to the north wall, but instead took 

advantage of the city wall. , quickly slipped to one side. 

“Kill it!” 

“Kill it!” 

Outside the city, although the four gates were closed one after another, the Ming Yubu, who had no 

choice but to send arrows on the strings, also killed the city, and the siege of the city was instantly 

ignited. 

The fire is everywhere, and the sky is provoked… 

Chapter 3991 

shock light. 

Explosion, shouting. 

At this moment, resounding throughout the world. 

The sky that had just entered the night had suddenly become translucent. 

The north gate of the army of more than 200,000 slammed violently, like a punishment from heaven. 

The North Gate City was prepared, and the army of the Mysterious Man Alliance headed by George Han 

also desperately resisted, and all firepower poured down. 

The east gate, the west gate, and the south gate three gates also raged at the same time. 

Behind the mountains, Amelia Su also led the Golden Army cavalry to madly kill all the way. 

Suddenly, the large-scale battle between the two sides entered a fever. 

The west gate and the south gate were in an emergency situation first, and a large number of troops 

were dispatched to the north gate by George Han, so their defense was actually extremely weak. 

Although the opponent’s main force was also concentrated in the north gate at this time, after all, the 

advantage of the number base was huge, and this onslaught was naturally difficult to resist. 

This is actually 

the , but fortunately, Amelia Su’s troops rushed to reinforce from the rear in time, and instantly killed 

the army in the east, throwing away their armor and armor. 

“Alliance leader urgent letter.” 

Fang solved the crisis, the East Gate general had already ordered the flying beast to hand over the 

urgent letter from above the city wall. 

After receiving the urgent letter, Amelia Su immediately snorted softly: “Ningyue, you should 

immediately lead the Golden Cavalry to support the west gate.” “Qingji, you will lead the Giant 

Demon Hall and your own disciples to the South Gate.” 



Life!” 

After the two of them finished speaking, they each brought their troops and quickly marched in their 

respective directions. 

“Others, retreat and return to their positions, don’t fight!” Amelia Su said coldly. 

“Yes!” The 

city is right in front of him. For Amelia Su, returning to the city is simply too easy. For most people, 

returning to the city is also safer, at least in this environment full of artillery fire. 

However, once they returned to the city, the troops lost their 

mobility and flexibility, which Amelia Su did not want to see. 

As Amelia Su and others withdrew again, although the East Gate crisis still existed, the offensive was 

obviously slowed down by the impact of Amelia Su’s department just now. 

The crumbling Ximen and Nanmen were helped by Ningyue and Qingji after a while, and the situation 

began to ease. 

“There is still one last piece of the letter.” 

Amelia Su smiled lightly. After the leader retreated to a safe distance, she looked at the sharp knife team 

behind her. 

“You can see the content for yourself.” After she finished speaking, she handed the letter into their 

hands, turned around and left. 

About a minute later, the sharp knife team quickly broke away from the original team and quietly killed 

all the way to the north of the city. 

“Hit, hit, hit, hit me hard!” Beside the 

north gate, Ye Shijun commanded the army on the right. 

At this time ordered his subordinates to rush towards the right wall of the north gate. 

Zhu Yanshuo also ordered not to stop, nervously watching the attack of his own troops. 

Although the situation is very good, if it were an ordinary person, Zhu Yanshuo would almost have 

started to prepare for the celebration, but it was because George Han was on the opposite side. 

Therefore, Zhu Yanshuo must be careful, and do enough things that will not be easy to think about the 

result until the end. 

“Alliance leader, the firepower of more than 200,000 people is too fierce, and the right city wall has 

been blasted to almost shatter.” 

“The left city wall has also been blasted with a huge gap! Alliance leader, we… we can’t stand it 

anymore. “ 

Above the city wall, two generals around George Han reported urgently. 



George Han glanced left and right, and a large number of soldiers had fallen into a pool of blood, and 

the originally strong city wall was now completely broken and dilapidated. 

Although many of George Han’s judgments have been 

proved correct, the total number of troops that can be assembled in a pile of the North, South, and 

West armies, excluding the left-behind troops that must defend the city, is no more than 30,000. 

And 30,000 people have to deal with the more than 200,000 horses, so why not embarrass people? ! 

“Everyone has worked hard.” George Han nodded: “I also know that everyone is very tired, both 

physically and psychologically, but George Han swears in the name of his brother and his own life, and 

everyone will stick to it. Persevere.” 

“I need about fifteen minutes.” After hearing the words, the 

three leaders did not speak for a while. Finally, they looked at each other, and the three of them cupped 

their hands together: “Please don’t worry, the leader of the alliance, even if I die in battle, I will 

definitely After fifteen minutes.” After the 

words were finished, the three returned to their posts and ordered the soldiers to continue to resist. 

And fifteen minutes passed in a blink of an eye. At this time, George Han finally came to the spirit… 

 


